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I
Tho urposo of tills invest ioati^n irao to
find out shat arithmetic Id needed In the te;>
tilo industry. In ordor to cot this information
it wm nccoaeary to Isiot? aontthlnc of the his-
tory of tho industry and it3 inportanco to
Ansrica. I7hiie onirics jo dr 'on fron the dif-
ferent divisions of tho industry, the woolen
industry is studiod :;oro in dot ill.
Tho study of the tariff quo3tion as it is
related to tho textile industry is important be-
cause it involves figuring, A hnoolodse of tho
calculation involved is calnod Stxl a study of
typical to;:tiio cucul tions ;nd tho curriculum
of the Lowell To^iio School, other infornation
rras gained cith uool dealers, and conferences
nith Mr. Sanuol 3. Dale, an authority on ":;oi&hts
•nd noasuros, aid nr. P. Hathonicl Portins#
Secretary of Boston TTool Association.

II, DEVJSLGK^i'T OP TKrTJUL: I? TDU3TIiY IN
ttXISD STATES.
The study of tho tc::tilo Industry
is inport ant not only bccauco It sup: lies
clotainc, one of the tliroo fundancntal neces-
sities of civi2I::od \m $ lit because It is
vitally conoomod r?ith the economic history
of the -'orld at -ar^o, ind of America in
rarticul ar.
Doubt loo:? the oottlc; :cnt of Anoric
-./a: Cue In a large docroo to tho shoo- raising
Industry in Bncl ind in the early - .rt of tho
seventeenth contury. Duo to tho ccarcity of
labor folio«tag tho *B. acl: Doatli," 1 rco a£ri-
cultur ;1 lands vqtq turned into shoe-; pastures.
As a result of this no=7 enterprise, and the con-
sequent ~ nufaeturo of cloth, Unci -and ~ r as f iced
•;ith serious economic conditions. It uas horod
that eolonisati m of America '.vould offer a so-
lution to the problem of unemployment ^nd at the
sane tine furnish marhets for manufactured pro-
ducts of s&ci^a.
Sinco tho sliocp raising industry was
so important at this time, it waM quite natural
for the oarly settlers in Virginia, Uassaehusctts,
md No Yorl: to bo interested in the industry.
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Tho first sheep were sild to have been brought
to Jonestown, Virginia, in 1609. The loon and
spinning wheel were familiar articles in ovory
hone. Early legislation emphasized the impor-
tance of sheep raising. In 1645 Massachusetts
enacted a law for the encouragement of raising
of sheep, and in 1856 required each fanily to
spin throe pounds of wool, cotton, or flax por
week for thirty weeks of the year. In t856 a
skilled weaver settled in Lowell, Massachusetts,
which in tine bocane one of tho leading cities
in manufacture of textiles.
In 1662, Virginia not only forbade
tho exportation of wool but offored five pounds
of tobacco for every yard of cloth mado in the
colony. It was a sign of patriotic devotion to
appear in honespun. It is said that •Harvard
Class of 1TN* appeared in black cloth of New
England manufacture. In South Carolina
offered a medal for the first flock of Merino
sheep kept in the State. Those were all evi-
dences of the growth of Nationalism.
In 1895, nr. Theodore C. Search,
addressing the National Association of Wool
Ifeinufacturors, stressed tho neod for industrial
independence as well as political independence.
<
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He showed that natural resources, character of
people, and home markets for products were all
favorablo for industrial preeminence. He de-
plored the fact that in spite of the *!IcKinley
Tariff* we were importers of Jtoo, 000,000 worth
of Goods manufactured wholly of wool, cotton or
silk.
Both England and America are still
interested in the textile industry. In Great
Britain today the Wool Industries Research
Association sponsored by the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, is trying
to attain the following obectivest
(1) Improvement of machines in order to
save time and reduce expenses in carding and
spinning processes.
(2) Perfection of a new principle of
worsted spinning, giving effective control of
fibers down to 3/4 inch*
(3) Search for new uses of wool by sub-
jecting wool to various treatments.
(4) Research in finishing processes to got
new ways of bleaching and dyeing.
Research is also being carried on in
the United States in order that wool may help
Reference i Department of Scientific & Industrial
Research, London, 1930-193*
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solve the economic problems of today. In the
Boston Evening Transcript for Thursday, January
21, •** the encouraGing article, *Wool Lead-
ing Ne^ England Textiles Back To -totd Normal.**
Hr. Carl G. Fowler says, *Few if any of
the raw commodities equal vrool in price stability
and statistical strength today. This outstanding
position ic occupied after a year of record clip.
It testifies to the substantial consumption of the
wool manufacturinc industry in t93l. As Boston
dominates the country in wool, and Nev: England in
its manufacture, with Massachusetts alone account-
ins for a large share of the machinery in the in-
dustry, these are facts vital to the current tex-
tile and general ocononic situation in this terri-
tory. True the manufacturing industry ran into
circumstances which prevented a profitable turnover
on the groat production of last year, but as stated
by the now president of the Boston Wool Trade Asso-
ciation, Robert L. Tumbull, the stability of the
wool market will definitely benefit the goods market
in the near future*
•Both in the cotton and wool industries,
last year was a time of active production, though
without satisfactory results in financial returns.
Reference ! Boston Evening Transcript January 21, 1932

Given a continuation of substantial production
this year, however, the chances should be favor-
able for profits, since the liquidation of raw
material his proceeded to the fullest extent
likely and other costs, including wages, have
been reduced. Tho textile industries a3 a -hole
have been notably active, especially compared
with other linos, as rayon production rose to a
new record in I 931 in response to increased con-
sumption. Such production is no assurance of a
profitable year in 1932, but at least it can bo
said that all textile branches have been working
hird to adjust themselves in a way to profit from
actlvo manufacturing.
'•Boston dealers buy and distribute over
350,000,000 pounds of raw wool annually, which is
equivalent to a very large part of the domestic
clip. A great part of this distribution, moreover,
is confined to New England, 3lnce the machinery of
this district in 193 t averaged 60 percent of the
consumption for tho country. Tho actual amount re-
ported in Government statistics, domestic and foreign
wool, was approximately 295,<W,0<K> pounds. A con-
servative estimate of the amount unreported is
60,000,000 pounds. The Industry is modernising
itself constantly and some mills are reported to

have made profits in a poor year by the Instal-
lation of noTj equipment for old. According to
one authority, meantime, the apindlo-age as of
July I, 193*, tos 4,637,212 for the country,
2 f 935, 626 for Nct7 England and 1,394,651 for
Massachusetts; loons! 76,51^ for the country,
44,230 for Nerr England and 22,902 for Massachu-
setts,
••Statistics recontly issued indicate
the sales of standard cotton cloths and shipments
in 193' trero ahead of production, Stoclis ^ore
reduced and unfilled orders increased substan-
tially* The balance of operations among mills
of the country as a v?hole is said to have been
improved very much, vrhich is to the ultimate ad-
vantage of NeTj England, For the present, New
England cotton manufacturers are concerned with
some of the most notable efforts in the country
toward better merchandising methods with their
goods, T7ith competition less severe, the results
of their endeavors will become more apparent.
Figures of machinery in place on July 1, 1 931, the
latest available, give Nov? England 35 percent of
the ring spindles in the country, 26 percent of
the twisters and 40 percent ox the looms; Massa-
chusetts 6,034,893 of 10,647,243 ring spindles in

Nor? England: 392,372 of 564,034 t^ictorc and
'35,266 of 260,149 looms.
These figures do not indicate the
same percentages of production, o^lng to the
variation in hours of operation. They do,
however , reflect a continuing great importance
of the industry to Kott England and Hassachusotts.
Referonco: Porrler, Carl <K *lTew England Faith in
the Present.*
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TIic following 1 -bio Indicating the
number of -orders employed In the i:: cluetry ehoe/o
ho^7 important the Industry ie for trio United
States.
TABLE I.
Induetry Establishment e Number on pa
Reporting roll Feb. 193
Tortile 2 & Their Products 2,753 590,501
Cotton Goods 546 194,193
Hosiery & Knit Goods 420 100,867
Sill: Goods 268 50,050
Woolen & TTbrsted Goods 202 52,819
Garnets & Rune 32 14,824
Dyeing & Finishing Textiles 146 37,712
Men f s Clothing 347 59,055
Shirt 3 & Collars H3 14,584
Women *s Clothing 399 27,843
Millinery 125 10,348
Corsets & Allied Garments 3» 5,809
Cotton Small We.ro
s
t03 9,833
Hats, fur-felt 36 5,236
Men.' s Furnishings 78 7.328
Reference: U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
Feb, 1932 *Trcnd of Employment.*
1/
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Thece figures do not cover the .Thole
industry. Bulletin 533 U. 3. Bureau of Labor
Statistics rcrort 41,4o0 wage earners in 1u5
representative 7/oolon and ?;orstod nills in 15
states. Tills number is estimated as only 27p
of the total figures which would bo a~rro;d.-
nately 150,000 77orI:ers.
U. S. Bulletin Ho. 541 Gives the
following statistics!
Industry flunber of "u tor of I'unber of
K3tabliolinent3 St tos t7orl:ors
Cotton Goods 162 11 90,^53
Dyeing A Finishing Ju9 8 21,482
Textiles
Hosiery i22 19 33,827
Underwear 74 15 15,155
Men f o Clothing 2l2 14 cities 33,404
Rayon 21 38,938
Sill: Industry of Pa* 62 I 17,000
ifoolen & Worsted 105 15 41,400
Reference: U» 3. Buroau ofi Labor Statistics Ho. 541
Handbook of Labor Statistics 1931
4
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The follo-'lng tabic gives employ-
Dent data for 206 aanufacturlng establishnents
in Massachusetts for ono -seek In February and
March 1932.
Industry No. Establish- No. Employ- No. Snploy-
nonts reporting ed ?ob. ed March
Carpets ft ftugs A 1,312 1,682
Men's Clothing 27 2,319
Ifanen's Clothing 36 2,01! 1,974
Cotton Goods 47 21,161 20,127
Dyeing & Finishing 8 5,806 5,751
Hosiery & Knit Goods 15 4,276 4,271
Silk Goods 7 1,912 1,903
Textile Machinery 12 3,846 3,643
Woolen 9t Worsted Goods 50 11,026 10,444
Reference : Massachusetts Dept. of Labor and
Industries. Monthly Survey March 1932 P. 3
I
III. HI TARIFF AND THE TEXTILE ITTDUBTRSS
The question of tariff has always
been of vital importance in connection with
the textile industry. It was thought by UOf
that the tax on imports should be high in or-
der to saf©guard American manufacture. In the
address by ttr+ Search in 1895 he spo!:o of the
futility of high tariff If American goods Tore
inferior to Buropean products. He referred to
the fact that America Imported #l0O t 0s)0 # UOO
worth of goods In spite of high tariff. Tie said,
*Wc must have a tariff not only in dollars and
cents to cover our labor but to rust also have
that protection which airings from the? cultiva-
tion of our powers and which leads to harry and
elegant egression of our thought In line and color. 11
The tariff question is still Important.
Since we use about a third more wool than is grown
in the Tftiitod States, It is necessary to import a
part of the wool. Thero is a tax of 3* cents a
pound clean weight on all clothing wool imported
into this country. There has been much debating
as to the meaning of *clean consent,* The follow
ing article appeared in the Boston Evening Trans-
cript, March 3, t03£t
References Search, Theodore C.
Tertile Education In America P. 7
((
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"The wool trade |i still awaiting news
from Washington regarding the recent | rot est to
Assistant Secretary of the Troasury Lowr.an on the
'Clean Content* ruling made by the Connissioner of
Customs F.P.A.Ebie, as of February C. it tii.it
tine !tr. Kble instructed wool ap: raisers at the
several
.
erts of entry that for purposes of as-
sessing duties, 'clean content' is not carbonised
wool but ttooI that has been thoroughly scoured with
a gain of Ij 3/4 per cent."
In June of last year the Bureau of Cus-
toms gave several hearings on the Classification
of wool and there developed a general uniformity of
opinion as to the meaning of "Clean Content" as
signifying wool free from all foreign natters such
as sand, grease, dirt, and vog table safttef end in
normal condition as to moisture. The wool trade
was unaware of any change of meaning until instruc-
tions were given to appraise wool for duty purposes
on a scoured basis rather than on "Clean Content".
It was argued that importer s ought not to be re-
quired to pay 34 cents a pound on burrs and other
vegetable natter left in wool after this process
of scouring.
Reference » Boston Evening Transcript March 3, *932
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\s an illustration of tariff act M it
effects the te.itilo Industry t':io Tariff Act of I930
as it efroots t.ie woolen ;..anuf ture is civon. The
duty on wool and various nanufactared artic_os call
ror follor/ing facts in arithaetici
Addition
^amplication
Per centas©
U.S. Money
Yarn C unts
The Tariff M it effects the rool indus-
try is outlined as follows:
Tariff Act of
Schedule II« v7ool and llanuf .cture3 cf
Far. HOI, (a) wools: Donsl:oi, Snynna,
Cordora, Syrian, Aleppo, Georgian, Turl:estan, Arabian,
Bagdad, Persian, Si 0tan, East Indian, Thibetan, Chinese,
Manchurian, DonGolian, Egyptian, Sudan, Cyprus,
Sardinian, Pyrencan, Oporto, Iceland, Scotch Blackface,
Black Spanish, Kerry, Hasiock, and elch I.fountain;
sinllar wools without nerino or English blood; U3
other ^ools of whatever blood or origin not flnor
:han 403} and hair of the Ganel; all the foregoing
in the grc a..-e or ^ash€da 2h cents per pound of
clean content; scoured 27 cents per round of clean
content: on the skin 22 cents per pound of clean
c
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content; sorted, or natoUlngftj if not scoured,
?5 cents per pound of clean content I Provided,
tmt a tolerance of not noro than 10 or • ••ntun
of "rools no! finer than 44S may be allowd in
©cell bale or paohace of .-ooli inported as not
finer t : . •- - Provided further, that ill tho
forc-£oinc nay bo imported under bond in an
amount to be fi;:cd by the Secretary of tho
Treasury -and under such regulation as he shall
prescribe; and if within throe years fron the date
of importation or rrithdrarral fron bonded store
hen 9*i satisfactory proof is furnished that the
-tooIs or hair have been U3ed in the manufacture
of press cloth, canel's hair belting, rues,
carpets, or my floor cover in&, or in the rianu-
facture of !mit or felt boots or ftNOAQP fulled
lunboraen's soclis, the duties, shall be remitted
or refundedj
And provided further, that if any such ttooIs or
hair inported under bond as above prescribed are
usod in tho manufacture of articles other than
press cloth, camel's hair belting, rugs, carpets,
or any other floor coverings, or knit or felt boots
or heavy fulled lumbermen's soelrs, there shall be
levied, collected, and raid on any such ttooIs or
hair so used in violation of the bond, and in
(I
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addition to the regular duties provided by p .ragraph,
50 cents per ound, which shall not be renittod or
refunded on exportation of the articles or for any
otiior reasons.
(b) For the purposes of this schedule*
(1) Wools .and hair in the grease shall be
considered such as are in their natural condition
a3 shorn fron t.10 filial, and not cleansed otaorwice
than by shaking, wlllowing, or burr-picliingf
(2) T7a:hed vrools and hair shall be considered
such as have been waehod, with water only, on the
animal's back or on the sl:in, and all wool ar.d hair
not scoured, with a higher clean yield than 77 per
centua shall be considered as washed;
(3) Scoured wools and hair shall bo con-
sidered such as have been otherwise cleansed (not
including shaking, billowing, burr-, idling, or
c .rbonising)
;
(4) Sorted wools or hair, or natchin^s,
shall be wools and hair (other than skirtings)
Therein the identity of Individual fleeces has
been destroyed, e;:eopt that skirted fleeces sliall
not be considered sorted wools or hair, or Hatch-
ings, unless the backs have been renovod; and
(5) the Official Standards of the United
States for grades of wool as established by the
Secretary of Agriculture on June 18, I926, pursuant
((
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t > law, shall be standards for C.otorrlntvz the grade
of ?;ools«
Par. ItH (a) T/ools, not specially provided
for, not fir. or than in the grcacc or rushed,
29 cents per- pound of clean content; scoured, 32
cents per ound of clean content; on the s::ir, 27
cents - er pound of clean content; sorted, or -at chines.
If not scoured, 3*> cents per pound of clean content;
Provided, that a tolerance cf not nore than 10 per
centuc oi" woola net finer than 46s Ng "be allowed in
c.-.ch bale or package of wools imported as r.ot finer
than 'V!S.
(b) Wools, rot specially provided for, and
hair of the Angora goat, Cr.shnero goat, alpaca, and
ether li!:e arlnals, in the grease or Trashed, 34 cents
per pound of clean content; secured, 37 cents per
pound of clean content; on the e!:in, 32 cents per
pound of clear, content; sorted, or catchinas, if not
scoured, 35 cents per pound of clean content*
Par* H03. if any bale or pad:ace contains
wool3, hairs, *joo1 Testes, or wool waste naterial,
subject to different rates of duty, the highest
rato applicable to any part shall a~piy to the
entire contents of such bale or paciiace, er.cept
as provided in ParaGraphs t lot and 1 102.

iar. 11.4. The Secretary of the Trcsury
is hereby authorised and directed to prescribe
nothods and regulations for carryinG out the
provisions of this schedule ftljjll>g to the
duties on r/ool and hair. The Secret iry of the
Treasury is further authorized ind directed to
procure fron the Secretary of Agriculture, and
deps3it in such cu3ton houses and other places
In the United States, or el;: others, nunborod,
but not Oulier-Tiso identifiable, sanplos of in-
ported "7ool and hair, to ".?hich are attached
data as to clean content and other pertinent
facts for the information of OM trade mi of
cu3tons of:?:.cers»
Par. 1105 fa] Top nasto, sluhbiiiG nasto,
VPV&Qf -jv.ste, and rin^ naL'to, 37 cents per pound:
garnetted :rasto, 26 cents per pound; noils, car*
bonicod, 3^ cents per pound, noils not carbonised,
23 cents per poured; throa& or yam waste 25 cento
per pound; card or burr naste, c:Oaoonised, 23 cents
per pound? not carbonised IC cents per pound; all
other ttooI wastes not specially provided for 24
cents per pound; rhoddy, and vrool extract 24 cents
per pound; cinco, 10 ccntu 1 or pound: nool rags,
18 cents per pound; flecks, 8 cents per pound*
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(b) fasten of the hair of the Angora
Co .t, Ca-h::ere goat, alpaca, *nd other li!:e anl-
nals ah ill be dutiable ?t the rates provided for
sinilar tyro 3 of too! wastes.
Par. !106. Wool and hair of the kinds pro-
vided for in this schedule, if oarbonlzei, or ad-
vanced in uny rianner or "by any process of n-nufae-
ture beyond the crashed or scoured conditi 01 , IM
eluding tops , but not further advanced than roving,
37 cents ^or round and 20 per centra ad valoren.
Pir. ItQJn Yarn, vbollf or 1b chief value of
wool, valued at not -^ore th.n $1. per pound, AO cents
per pound :md 35 per ccntu/. ad valor on; viluod at
more than * 1 . but not nore than $t«$fl por pound, 40
cents per ^ound and 45 per centum ad voloren; valued
at norc than £1.50 per pound, 40 cents per pound and
50 per centu- ad valoren.
Par, HO?. YToven fabrics, wriflfrlffig B^t more than
four ounces ^er square yard, wholly or in chief value
of wool valued at not ?ore than |f»2J5 ~er pound, 50
cents per pound and 5° per csntur. ad valoren; valued
at norc thou ft ,2$ but not more than fft, pff pound,
50 cents per pound and 55 per centur ad valorem;
valued at nore than ft* pof pound, 50 cents per pound
and 60 per oontun ad valorem; Provided, that if the
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warp of any of the foregoing is wholly of cotton,
or other voGot bio fiber, the duty on the fabric,
valued at not noro than (!• per pound shall be 40
cents per pound and 50 per centun ad valoron;
valued at noro than }1. but not nore than O'«f>o Per
pound, 40 cents and 55 per centua ad valoren; valued
at nore than §1.50 For pound, 40 cents per pound and
60 per centun ad valoron*
Par* 11 J9. (a) Woven fabrics, weighing noro
than four ounces per square yard, wholly or in chief
value of wool, valued at not more than $t.25 per
pound, 50 cents per pound and 50 per centun ad valo-
ron; valued at nore than &1.25 but not nore than $2.
per pound, 50 cents por pound and 55 per centun ad
valoren; valued at nore than §2, per pound, 50 cents
per pound and 60 per centun ad valoron.
(b) Pelts, belts, blankets, jackets,
or other articles of machine clothing* for papor
making, printing, or other machines, when r;oven,
wholly or in chief value of wool, as units or in the
piece, finished or unfinished, shall be dutiable at
the rates provided in subparagraph (a).
Par. JttO. Pile fabrics, whether or not the
pile covers the entire surface, wholly or in chief
value of Tjool, and all articles, finished or unfin-
/
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ished, nade or cut fron such pllo fabrics; If
the pile is vrholly cut or wholly uncut, 44 conto
por pound and 50 per contun ad valor en; If the
pile is partly cut, 44 cents per pound and 55 por
contun ad valorem.
Par, 111 f. Blankets, and slnllar articles
(including carriage and automobile robes and steadi-
er rug3), nade of blanketing, M units or in the
piece, finished or unfinished, wholly or in chief
value of wool, not exceeding three yards in length,
valued at not more than ft* por pound, 30 cents per
pound and 36 por contun ad valoron ; valued at noro
than $!• but not noro than 1.50 per pound, 33 cents
por pound and 37 1/2 per contun ad valoren; valued
at more than 1 »50 per pound, 40 cents per pound and
40 per contun ad valoren j Provided, that on all the
foregoing, exceeding throe yards in length, the sane
duty fWU be paid as on woven fabrics of t.too1 weigh-
ing more than four ounces per square yard.
Par. 11 12. Pelts, not woven, wholly or in chief
value of wool, valued at not noro than §1.5° ror pound,
30 cents per r>ound and 35 Per centum ad valoren; valued
at noro than $1*50 por pound, 40 cents ^er pound and
40 per contun ad valoren.
Par. 11 13* Fabrics, with fast edges, not exceed-
((
inc twelve inches In ridth, and articles made there-
from; tubinca, caters, suspenders, braces, cords,
and cords and tassels; all the foregoine, rholly
or in chief value of tzooI, 50 cents per pound and
50 per centun ad valorem.
Par. 1114. (a) Knit fabric, in the piece,
wholly or in chief voluo of ^ool, valued at not
more than $f. per pound, 33 cents per pound and 40
per centun ad valorem; valued at core than |t* per
pound, 50 conts per pound and 50 per centun ad
valorem.
(b) Hose, half-hose, gloves, and
nlttons, finished or unfinished, wholly or in chief
value of *7ool, valued at not nore than $1.75 per
dosen pairs, 40 cents per round and 35 per centun
ad valorem; valued at more than £1.75 per dozen pairs
50 cents per pound and 50 per centum ad valoron.
(c) Knit underwear, finished or un-
finished, wholly or in chiof value of trool, and not
specially provided for, valued at not more than J 1 .75
per pound, 40 cents per pound and 30 per centum ad
valoren; valued at more than $1.75 pound, 50 cent
per pound and 50 por centum ad valorem.
(d) Outerwear and articles of all
kinds, loiit or crocheted, finished or unfinished,
wholly or in chief value of ^ool, and not specially
I
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provided for, vilued at not more than $2. per
pound, 44 cents per pound and 45 per contun ad
vj-loren; valued at more than |f« per pound, 50
per contun ad valoren.
Par. 1115. (a) Clothing and articles of
rearing apparel of every description, not laiit
or crochotod, nanufictured wholly or in part,
wholly or in chief vnluo of wool, valued at not
noro than §4. per pound, 33 cents per pound and
45 ^or contun ad valoren; valued at noro than C4.
per pound, 5° cents per pound and 5^ per contun
ad valoren.
(b) Bodies, hoods, and shapes,
for h ts, bonnets, ca-s, berets, and similar arti-
cles nanuf cturod wholly or in part of wool felt,
40 cent 3 per r^ound and 75 per contun ad valoren;
and, in addition thereto, on all the foregoing, if
pulled, stanped, blocked, or trlnnod (including
finished hats, bonnets, caps, berets, and sinilar
articles), 25 cents per article.
Par. 1116. (a) Oriental, AJoninster, Savonnorio,
Aubusson, and other carpets, rugs, and mats, not
made on a power-driven loon, plain or figured,
whether woven as separate carpets, rugs, or nat s or
in rolls of any width, 50 cents per square foot, but
(I
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not loss than 45 per centum ad valorem,
(b) Carpots, rugs and nats of
oriental weave or weavos, made on a powor-driven
loom; chenille A;<ninstor carpets, rugs, and nats;
all the foregoing, plain or ficurod rrhother woven
as ser-ur ito carpets, rugs, or nats, or in rolls
of any width, 60 per centum ad valorem.
Par. Ut7. (a) Armlnstor carpets, rugs, and
mats, not specially provided for; Wilton carpets,
rugs and nats; Brussels carpets, rugs and nats;
Velvet or tapestry c rpets, rugs, and mats; and
carpets, rugs, and mat? of like character or de-
scription; all the foregoing, valued at not more
than 40 cents per square foot, 60 per centum ad
valorem*
(b) Ingr in carpets, mats, and
rugs or art squares, of whatever naterial composed,
and carpets, rugs, and mats, of like character or
description, not specially provided for, 25 per
centum ad valorem.
(c) All other floor coverings, in-
cluding mats and druggets, wholly or in chief value
of wool, not specially provided for, valued at not
more than 40 cents per square foot, 30 per centum
ad valorem; valued at more than 40 cents per square
foot, 60 per centum id valorem.
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(d) Parts of any of the foro-
Going shall bo dutiable at the rat© provided for
the completed article.
Par. 1118. Screens, hassocks, and all other
articles, composed wholly or In part of carpets,
rugs, or mil and not specially provided for, 30
per centum ad valorem.
Par. 1119. Tapestries and upholstery Goods
(not includinc pile fabrics), in the piece or
otherwise, wholly or in chief value of wool, shall
bo subject to the applicable ratos of duty imposed
u^-on woven fabrics of wool in ParaGraph 1108 or 1109.
Par. 1120. All manufactures, wholly or in chief
value of wool, not specially provided for, 50 per
centum ad valorem.
Par. 1121. TThenever in this title the word "wool*
Is used in connection with a manufactured article of
which it is a component material, it shall be held to
include wool or hair of the sheep# camel, AnGora goat,
Cashmere goat, alpaca, or other lil:e animals, whether
manufactured by woolen, worsted, folt or any other
process.
Par. 1122. Fabrics (except printing machine cy-
linder lapping in chief value of flax), in the piece
or otherwise containing 17 per centum or more in
woicht of wool, but not in chief value thereof, and
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whether or not more specificrilly provided for,
shall be dutiable as follows!
Tli it proporti n of the MOVBit of the
duty on the fabric, computed under this schedule
which the amount of ool bears to the entire
weight, plus the proportion of the amount of the
duty on the fabric, confuted as if this paragraph
h'd not boon enacted, which the weight of the com-
ponent materials other than wool boars to the
entire Might*
The unit of measure used la estinatinc
tariff is the round.
The processes of arithmetic involved
are addition, multiplication, percentage, United
States money and yarn counts.
I(
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IV. THE SCOPE OF THi! INDUSTRY.
The word tortile is used to indicate
materials 7/hich h^vo boor spun or x-ovon or re-
senble spun or woven nater i ilo.
Tejrtilos are divided according to
origin as roliowsr
I* Aninal fibers
a* silk
b» TTOOl
c. various 1:1 nds of hr:lr
2» Vegetable
Mm cotton
b# linen
c. jute
d* hemp
e. rope fibers
3m Mineral
a, asbestos
4. Artificial fibers
a. various kinds of artificial sill;.
Sin co Nor? England is noted especially
for tho manufacture of woolen and worsted goods
we shall discuss that phase of the industry nore
in detail.
The great clothing wool producing
countries of the world are Australia, South Aner
t
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the United States and South Africa* According
to fiGurcs rocoived fron Mr. F. Nathaniel Perkins,
Socrctary of Boston TJool Association, the world's
production for 193* HI 3»640,joo, ooo pounds and
the production for the United States was 3Q7,^w,OU3
pounds
i
Australia is roputod to be the largest
producer of the best "wool, that is, ttooI with the
finest fibor. Yet nuch of the wool from Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia is of very fine
quality. Since 1)22 Texas has led the states in
the production od fleece uool. The following table
indicates the states leading in the production of
TTOOl.

FLEECE T700L PRODUCTION BY LEADING- STATES
In thousands of rounds.1
1224 1 1937 1^28 2222 1930
united States 235,575 2;'5 f 562 260,^76 281,914 303,715 310,56! 336,007
Texas 24,806 25,280 21,297 32,725 38,200 41,300 41,600
Montana 19 #522 20,640 23.320 24,166 26,626 28,733 33,440
Wyoiaing 19,090 21,362 22,338 25.317 26,488 26,uoo 30,360
California 18,250 19,912 20,276 23,800 23,800 25,636 27,001
Utah 17,970 18,010 19,430 19,975 01 , 072 19,01
1
1 l,6oO
Oregon 15,040 16,958 18,321 18,128 20,336 18,849 21,375
Idaho 14,450 14,309 14,507 15,340 17,885 17,829 18,768
Neu Mexico 11,224 1 1,004 1 2,060 12,600. 13,683 14,6oO 16,167
Ohio 14,167 14,467 14,760 15,662 14,776 14,4^6 15,066
All Othors 30,256 83,540 68,667 93,701 99,853 104,177 110,630
I930- Figures are preliminary and subject to revision
Reference : Conner ce Year Book 1931
Vol. I, Pago 486, Table 17
rc
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In United States wool is grown most-
ly on ranchos in To;:as, Montana, Ttyoming, Cali-
fornia, Oregon, hot: Uexlco and other states.
Farmers shoar their 3heop once a year. The sheep
are shorn by power shears rather than by hand.
Shearing commences in Arizona in February or March,
and the latest state to shear is Montana where
shearing is not completed until July 4th. In a
recent issue of the Boston Evening Transcript
occured the following ner/s iteaf
"Boise, Idiho, March 3 - Woolios have
begun to doff their floeces on Idaho sheep ranges.
Bands are now being sheared at Grandviow, on the
Snake River, 15,900 head having been clipped in
part already. Contracts are being negotiated for
5U # 000 head south of Caldwell and 8o,ooo head near
Mountain Hone, Idaho, according to M. C. Claar,
secretary of the Idaho Wool Growers Association.
Shearing prices are below those last
yoar. John Archibald, for example, one of the
State's biggest flock masters, has contracted to
have 40,000 of his flee ced at eight cents and
board per head, or fourteen cents and the shearers
furnish everything. Last year shearing prices were
nine cents a head with board or seventoen cents a
head all furnished. The price Archibald is paying,
(
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moreover, Is said to involve one cent prcaiun
because his flocI:s are scattered. Discussion of
seven cents head with board and thirteen cents
all furnished has been reportod.*
Those ranch wools are Generally con-
Grouted at sone railroad station and are bid on
by buyers from various sections of the country
.
Tho sheep in ranch countries run in
bands of 25^0 sheep. A horder with tho aid of a
dog tends the flock. Sheep nen aro subjected to
great losses of sheep during stores in winter
season. Often during these stoma the sheep aro
forced to go without food for long periods of
tine. The deprivation invariably causes weakness
in the fiber of tho wool. The section of wool in
process of growth at this period shows the effect
of lack of nourishment
.
One of tho reasons why wool is so well
adapted to nanufacturing purposes is on account
of warp wearing quuLitios. If you place a fiber
under the microscope you will observe that the
fiber is filled with little scales or sacques
which give felting qualities lacking in cotton
fiber s.
ffliile 400,vA>o t <fcX> pounds of wool aro
Reference ; Boston Evening Transcript llarch 3, 1932.
<
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producod In United 3tates, this country consur.es
about 600,000,000 pounds. This means that 2o0,000,0o0
pounds have to be purchased abroad.
Carpots are made from coarse wools.
Practically all carpet wools cone from Asiatic coun-
tries.
Some sheep are slain for food and the pelts
fron these sheep have wool pulled. Prom 50,000,000
to 60,000,000 pounds of pulled wool are purchased
in the United Spates yearly.
193 1 was a banner year In the wool indus-
try in the United States. For the first tine In Its
history the wool clip was over 4O0,v/00 t 000 pounds.
This record clip Is not due to increased number of
sheep but rather improved methods of breeding. The
westward movement of sheep bands Is responsible for
the Improved practices in sheep brooding. Hew England
as In many enterprises gets credit for beginning
commercial production of wool in this country. In
early days Vermont and Now Hampshire were centers
of wool production. Gradually the center moved
westward so that by 1840 the center was Pennsylvania
and by 1850 Indiana. The geographical center In 1920
was somewhere in Nobraclia. Two factors worl:ed toward
this end; settlement of more valuable land by hone
seeders and prospect of free grazing lands in the west.
c
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As the available ranges became more United, it
became necessary to decreis^ the production of
sheep and it the sane tine net the growing needs
for increased wool supply. According to the cen-
sus report the high of all tine in respect to
sheep population cane in l9^>3 ^hen it was estimat-
ed that the sheep population was approximately
53,^00,000 he ad
;
about 1,000,000 more than govern-
ment estimate at beginning of 193*. The census
report lists 63,964,576 as total for all sheep for
I903. The wool production for 19^3 ^as only
287,450,000 pounds, 245,000,000 pounds represent-
ing shorn wool and 42,000,00© pounds representing
pulled, wool. The average per fleece for I903 was
6.25 pounds.
Compare the record of I203, the year of
higher sheep population, with 193', the year of
record clip. The estimated sheep population for
193', according to the department of Agriculture,
was 51,911,000. it is reported that 47,331,000
sheep were shorn, and that the average per fleece
was 7.8 pounds or total of 367,655,^00 pounds.
The pulled wool production for 1931 was estimated
at 60,000,000 pounds, which nade total wool pro-
duction for year 427,655,000 pounds. The average
for past thirty-five years has been approximately
300,000,000.
Reference : Pitagorald, "Century of ^ogress in
Sheep Breeding.
(
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Tho significance of the improved method
in 3I100P industry i3 shown by the folio-Ting sta-
tistical account given in Boston Evening Transcript
January 21, 1932 by 0. A. Fitzgerald.
"From 1340 to 19^0 the average fleece
herd increased to nearly 5*5 pounds and by 19^3,
tho yoar tho nation reported maximum 3heep nunbers,
it was 6.25 rounds* Today tho average production
for tho country is close to eight pounds, being
7.8 pounds for the 193' clip. Today the average
sheep grows enough wool for one suit of men* 3
clothing. In the principal wool states of tho Far
West, which produce tho bulk of domestic wool, how-
ever, the average for several years has exceeded 8
pounds per floeco.
For tho 193* clip, the average of the
eleven far western states, which with Texa3 and Ohio
are the leading wool producers, was 8.3 pounds.
The states in this group and their averages follow;
Arizona, 6 pounds; California, 7.3 pounds; Idaho,
9.2 pounds; Montana, 9.2 pounds, Nevada, 7.8 pounds;
New Mexico, 6.4 pounds; Oregon, 9 pounds; Utah, 8.8
pounds; droning, 9.6 pounds; Washington, 9.5 pounds.
It should be noted that five of these states had
averages of nine pounds or better per fleece.*1
Reference : Century of Progress in Sheop Raising.*
0. A. Fitzgerald.
(r
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Ur • Fitzgerald in the same article, "Century of
Progress in Sheep Breeding'1 give? figures to show
the tendency to decidedly reduce the sheep popu-
lation. He says, *In 1867, Ohio had 7, '59,000
sheep. The decline between 19 10 and 19*7 v:as 24
percent. Today Ohio's sheep population has bo-
cone fairly well fixed; the adjustment has been
xaade. Its present number is slightly over 2,000,000.
Montana and California have had similar
experiences. In 1^02 Montana had B,932,999 sheep,
approximately twice as many as today. The decline,
due to land settlement and competition with cattle
interests, was to 2,791,^0^ in 1")20. Montana's
sheep population the first of 193 t HMI 4,326,900.
In 1864 California hid 7,646,6U) 3heep. In 1920
the sheep population of the State was 2,972, 000, at
the beginning of 1931 its count was 4,119,000 head.
Texas and California figured very prominently ±u
the sheep expansion immediately following I860.
It is now estimated that in I860 the Par
nest's total sheep population numbered only 3, 999 , 000
head, mostly in Texas, New Mexico and California.
Ten years later, 1870, the number had doubled and the
trend involved a heavy movement of sheep bands into
the northern range country. By 1860 far western
sheep bands had increased to tS#OOOtOOO head and by
c
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t8<S5 had reached a high point of 36 # ooq,ooo head.
Settlement of the more desirable lands of the
west and competition with cattle industry result-
ed in the decline of sheep numbers.*
After 1885 the sheep Industry was forced
to change from its nomadic ways and became more
permanent in its habitat, hence there M the need
to make fewer sheep produce moro wool. The ques-
tion of expenses brought the realization that the
cost of feeding, caring for w.£ shearing a ewe
which produced 3 or 5 pounds was as great a 3 for
one which produced from 8 to 10 pounds. On the
other hand the material sain from the greater pro-
duction per fleece was quite an item. The wool
clip has shown a steady improvement for the past
eight years both in production and in quality.
3o far as the textile industry is concerned wool
is not Just *wool*, but has to meet the demands
of the trade. There has been much experimentation
In crossing breeds of sheep and bringing in new
breeds from other countries. It is estimated that
there are approximately two hundred breeds of sheep
in the world, many of which are entiroly unknown
in this country. The yearly ram sales in the west
have done much to stimulate interest in Improving
sheep industry* These sales are important from
r
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educational standpoint, Prices from |£&G to
$15JO arc common, but as much as §52^>0 has been
paid for a prise ran. lladsen's monarch, the son
of *I Am* the §2,000 ran lamb of the TTostcrn ran
3ale, 77on grand championship at Pacific Interna-
tional Livestock Exposition at Portland, Oregon
in 1930 '.Then he was only a year old*
The ranch wols are generally congre-
gated at soae railroad station and ??ool3 are there
bid on by buyers from various parts of tho country.
Doubtless 30me of these buyers are from Boston be-
cause of the very large number cf t/co1 houses on
Summer Street Just across froi* Fort Point Channel.
Mr. William A Fcbigor, former presidont of Boston
Wool Trade Association, 3aid, *13hen I first cam to
Boston in l9td»$|f Summer Street was Knotm as the
"•woojl Canyon!.* This jame district still handles
a tremendous percentage of the wool clip of the
country, and a good gharo of the Foreign Staple
imported, of which the greater part is consumed
in Ke-7 England.
Tho fleece is removed, tied up and shipped
in bags or bales averaging from Wo to 50Q pounds
each. According to an article in the Boston Evening
Transcript for llaroh 3, 1932, there has been i re-
Reference s Boston Evening Transcript January 21.1932.
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vision of figures giving wool production for 193'
"Another revision of the wool produc-
tion figures for the country at large has been
Given out "by the Department of Agriculture, but
it is not taken in the trade that this Is by any
moans final. The current ostimate involve c a re-
vision upward from the preliminary figures. As
now estimated the production of shorn :?ool for
1 931 »*« 369 t 3l5 t ^OC pounds as conpared with
35l,52t f QCv pounds in 193^, and ^7,566,0jQ pounds
in 1929. The revision for 193 1 adds \,66>j,0QQ
pounds to the preliminary estimate. It is perhaps
too nuch to e::pect a closer relationship between
preliminary and revised estimates. It is also
understood that at best these estimates are arbi-
trarily based upon certain reports compiled by
various Government agencies, fthat seems remarkable,
and which has attracted attention in the trade, is
that aliaoat uniformily the revisions made for several
years have been in an upwird direction.
In some case 3 the changes have run into
millions of pounds and have been of sufficient moment
to bo a disturbing factor In the local wool narl:et.
Tfolle the difference of \, 660, 000 pounds for I93I is
not so large as often found before, there is another
Reference : Boston Evening Transcript March 3, *932.
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and mora disturbing angle. To the production of
369,315,000 pounds of shorn rool must be added
66,lo0,000 pounds of pulled wool, itself an in-
crease for 1931 over 1930 of 4,200,000 poun&n.
Tims it appears that the total of domestic trcol
available from 193* production r^.s 5,86o,0w
pounds larger than that of t<>33.
1
The only offset to this is that the
mills reporting to the Department of Connerce
increased consumption of more than 32,000,000
-ounds, the conparativo figures boins 377,789,673
pounds in 193^ and 459,812,985 pounds in 193'*
Here again caution is needed in the use of the
figures, to avoid error and confusion. Of the
total consumption notod above, only 319,746,254
pounds was domestic ??ool. If to this is added
25 percent, which is believed to bo a fair allow-
ance for consumption by mills not reporting to
the Department of Commerce, the total estimated
consumption in I93I by American mills is 399,6P>2,817
pounds, approximately 22 percent increase over 1930
figures. This increased consumption has justly been
regarded as one of the most encouraging features of
the present wool textile situation,*
As has been mentioned before much of the
tjooI clip reaches Boston. The classified Telephone
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Directory for Boston and vicinity for 193 1-1932
reports 15 v:ool brokers, 168 wool dealers, six
wool scouring companies, 25 wool stock dealers,
4 wool substitute business Uouses, 40 wool "Taste
dealers, 55 woolen goods business places. The
classified Business Directory for New England
(1929) reports 147 woolen and worsted manufacturing
plants for Llassachu setts alone. In this list there
ire several different plants operated by 1 single
company, for example, American Woolen Company.
A walk down Sumner Street, Boston, would
give opportunity to note the variety of foreign and
domestic wools used in tho industry. Tills If evi-
denced by the terns mohair, cashmere, camel's hair,
noils, tops, alpaca, pulled wool, Grease wool, scoured
wool. In talking to the managers in several of these
houses, I learnod that the wool was purchased in bags
or bales ranging from 200 to 4og pounds* This wool
is purchased on basis of so much per pound and is
sold on same basis, i. e. by the pound.
The manufacturer3 buy wool either graded
or in the original package. If wool is bought in
the grease tho price may be 16 cents while price
for clean content will be 33 cents, allowing for
50 percent shrinkage. Wools vary in price from 15
to 25 cents per pound. Since we use about a third
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more tcooI than is gronn in united States, it Is
necessary to import a rart of *MU Thcrs 1: a
lag of 34 certs a pound clean weight on all cloth-
ing wool imported into this country.
In discussing the scope of the industry
the following arithmetical pro corse e rore en-
countered!
Reading numbers
Cost of shearing
Decimals
Averago
s
United States money
Percentage
Specific duty
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V. THE STORY OF KAEITO WOOL INTO CLOTH,
The rool fleece finally reach?? the
manufaeturine Plaftta and the process of malting
it into cloth lr explained in a bulletin on-
titled *Fron TTool to Cloth* published by the
American TTool en Company.
The story is .as follovsi
"rfaen the fleece Is renox*ec: from the
tfheep by a shillful shearer, the vronl stid-s to-
gether, and the *7hole fleece may he reread out
lil:e the s ?-in of the animal, BMN fleece Is tiod
up separately, and the rrool Is shiprcd In ba^s or
bales, containir.3 from one hundred to five hundred
pounds each,
flhen the ttoo! is received at the factory
it is in fleeces, and each fleece contains different
hliide of fibers - long and short - coarse and fine,
and it is necessary that these should be sorted In-
to different Itinds or grades, as nay be desired -
perhaps si" or eight different kinds, accordl^G to
the particular uses to !?hich the different qualities
are to be put.
The fleece Is spread out on a table, the
center of vrhich is covered with wire netting, and
through this netting part of the dust and other
matter fron the rccol falls while the sorting Is

•Coins on. Sorters te?r -rith the fMMll MM dif-
ferent parts or the flsccs frcn e?eh other -.nd
>&r?.te thorn into riles, according to their
different qualities.
All unTrtshed wool contain? a fatty or
creasy matter csJLlcd yol:-, which is a secretion
from the efcin of the sheep. The effect of this
yolk is to prevent the fibers of the reel front
matting, except it the ends, There , of course,
it collects duct, and forcing a sort of a coating,
really serve 3 as a protection to UN rest of the
fleece while on the sheep's bach.
After the wool is sorted it is ncrt
pleaneed or scoured, in order to renovo all this
yolk, dirt and foreign natter, and this is acooa""
plisaed by passing the :rool, by means of automatic
rakea, through a r^?hins machine, con si sting of a
set of three or four vats or bo-7ls, whi ch contain
a cleansing solution of warrs, soapy nater, until
all the grease end dirt have been removed.
Each bowl has its set of rollers, which
squeezes out the Tater from the wool before it
passes into the next bowl. Having passed through
the i^st bowl and set of rollers, the wool is
carried on an apron aade of slats on chains, to
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the drying chanber, called the dryer, '.There is
taaen out most of the moisture.
The wool is row blown through pipes or
carried on trucl;s to the carding room.
Prom thi3 point the wool follows one of
two different processes of manufacture - th.it of
/'ins into worsteds, or that of making into woolens.
Speaking In a general way, worsted
fr.br ics -ire made of yarn:? in whidh the fiber .3 all
lie parallel, and woolens are made of yarns in
which the fibers cross or -re ::;i;:ed. Or.'iinarily
,
worsteds ire made from long staple wools and woolens
from short staple wools.
The ne;.-t process in the manufacture of
worsteds is carding* In this process the wool is
Pasco... between cylinders sad rollers, from which
project the ends of many small wires. Those
cylinders revolve in opposite directions. The
result is the opening, separating and straighten-
ing of the fibers; and the wool is delivered in
soft strands, which are ta&en off by the doffor
comb and wound upon a wooden roll into the shaft
of a laroe ball, tamp as the MM ball or card-
sliver, or rut into a revolving can. The sliver
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fro.-i a nunber of these balls or a^.ns la 10-7 tahen
and put through That if? iT.orm >s the gilling
Baohine, nhieh to i decree straightens the fibers.
^ron the gilling nachine the wool cones
off in soft strands. Four strands are then taken
to the balling aachine where is nadc a larce ball,
ready for the conbinft. It ta^cs eighteen of these
hallo to Bake a set or fill up the co~b.
Sy BJftSJM of the ootft the fiber is still
further strai ;htencd out, the short stool: and
noil, or nib", are removed, and when the sliver
c Dines fron the combs noct of the fibers are p -lal-
lel to eael: other* A number of the slivers t<a>en
fror1 Um e?r:b arc then put through two further
operations of sillino, and wound into a larce ball,
"which is called 1 finished top.
'?hQ dyeing I2 .one in three ways - in
the top, in the thread or s>:o in after beins spun,
or in the piece after it is woven. If the -700I is
to be stocl: dyed * that is, dyed in the top m it is
sent to the dychouse to be dyed the shade required,
and afterwards returned to be filled and reconbed
ready for the drawing.
Up to tills point there has boon no twist
given to the wool, not any appearance of a thread.
The top, the soft untwisted end, is now run through
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the dra-;ing nachine, tho process 3ouetines consist-
ing of nine distinct operations, and is drawn or ...
TQQ.T3.vm until reduced to the also required for its
special purpose; and the stoeh is then delivered
to the spinning roon on spools, and is called roving.
In the spinning the process of drawing
continues until the twisted thread is reduced to
the sise required, which either singly or twisted
together in two, three or four jtru^, is |o be
used for reiving*
The yarn is then very c -.refully ?.nr" ected,
and all ImjfrTt . ctioac- whica lllllil show in the
finished joocs are relieved, and if it is to be dyed
in the she in, the yarn is tiken to a reel, -here
the skein;: arc made ready for tho dyehouce.
The thro as oust now be prepared* for the
loon in order that the actual weaving nay he done.
The thread is used in two ways in m ;vlng - as warp,
which is the thread which runs lengthwise of the
cloth, and as filling, or woof, which rune across
the cloth fron side to side.
The warp threads - the threads which run
lengthwise of the cloth - arc sized and wound upon
large reels, and fron those transferred to a large
wooden roll called the mrp, which holds all the
warp threads, usually several thousand*
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The filling threads are put on chut tie
bobbins and placed In the shuttles to be refilled
by the operatives as required* and as the we .ring
progresses*
The warp bean is then taJien to the draw-
ing room, where these several thousand threads are
Orawn through wire heddles in a frar.e called the
harness, then drawn through a wire ree&« The eoa-
; leted warp bean is nor ready for ths "007.,
The harnesses are ; -laced in t.ie 10 om, and
by no
-.ins of what is called tho "he -id notion'* part of
the threads arc raised and part are lowered. This
allows tho filling shuttles to pass above some
tare ids and below others, filling out the pattern
required*
The cloth, having been made in such
length as is desired Is taken from the loom, NMI by
whit ia known as burling and mending, any 1-rnots or
threads woven in wrongly are removed, and any im-
perfections which have been discover#4 through a
c ireful c;car.in it ion are corrected.
The web of cloth is scoured or -ashed and
any foreign natter removed.
Undressed fabrics would now be fulled.
This consists of running cloth through a fulling
machine whore, moistened ;ith a specially prepared
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soap. It is subjected to a groat pro sure and pounding,
•blah -iiC~ in .jiving the required finish.
There are different kinds of finishes -.Thich
require "Afferent tr
.
tr/jnt ? an it r-ouid bo im-
practicable for us to d~*ell in dotD.il u^on this natter
here.
If dyed in the pieco, the v;eb or cloth is
ta'.en to the o.yeh .-us a and dyed. It is thoroughly
rinsed, all moisture is extracted fron it ind it is
dried.
After drying, the cloth i.: tun through
a chine by -•hieh is brushed, and she .red, the
brushing lifting the long fibers and the chewing
cutting then off at even length. The cloth is i ut
through the press, r'.ach irons it out, givin-.j it tho
lustre or finish that is desired. It is examined
;. .la for further inper feetions, and if such have
occurred they are corrected.
I'o curing, weighing, rolling and tagging
follow, ane the cloth is packed and ready for tho
oarhet.
;?Q0LKII3
Woolens are aado froa short staple wools,
known as clothing wools, ana in the finished woolens
the fibers of the yarn cross or are singled together.
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In the cai*o of woolen c, after the scourlng a it
Is frequently necessary to remove burrs or other
vegetable natters fron the trool. To accomplish
this the wool is dipped in ft bath of chloride of
aluminum or sulphuric acid solution, then the
moisture ia e;:tracted and the vrool is put through
a drlor, rherc the temperature must be at least
212 dogrecs. This he -t carbonizes Hit foreign
cubstar ae , but has little effect OCS '><.< toataai.
fibers of the wool.
??e;:t, an ingenious oaottiLBQ called the
burr picker removes the burr.
Sometimes there is to be a blend o^" the
wool T7lth other stocks, and In that case the sev-
eral different wools are mized together.
Dyeing of roolens is done in three Trays -
in the ^ool t in the thread after it Is spun or in
the piece after it Is -oven. If the tjooI is to be
*dyed In the ttooI* it is nor? conveyed to the dye-
house, dyed the shade required, then returned to
the mixing room.
During the process of scouring, -ssiien the
yoU: tos removed, a large part of the natural oil
of the ^tooI *ai also eliminated, and in order to
restore this lubricant, the #ool is sprinkled T7ith
an oil emulsion, and the mixing plcher thoroughly

blends the -cools,
Fron here the wool goes to the c id
roon, and by noons of the carding machine the fi-
bers ai e carded nd drawn anu delivered to the
finisher in a "broad, flat sheet, By RMB1 or the
condenser it la divided into —rroe bands, and the
wool~.froe as yet fron twist - couos out in soft
strands. These strands or thre~.de are called repine*
How cones the mule spinning* The roping
9QJUMI through rolls by vrhAch II is drawn and
twisted to the sii-e required* and wound on paper
cap tubes or bobbins. Such of the yarn as If to bo
used for warn is then spooled fron the bobbins to
Areseeff spools. It is sized and wound u; on Darge
rools, fro- the $• transferred to tho warp beam, as
in the ca. o of -..or steds.
The procoeoes of drawing-in, preparation
for weaving, burling and .ending are ; Tactically the
sane as in the cause or ~srsteds.
Che finirhing processes of • .-oolong, like
the finishing processes of worsteds vary with
different fabrics, sone fabrics being scoured and
cleansed in the washers before fulling, others going
to the fulling iiill without cleansing. After fulling,
the cloth is -Again washed and rinsed, |&4 if necessary
to remove any vegetable fibers, it is carbonized*

Trapping or ciscing raises the fiber-? to
tae nap desired, Gigcinc is done by means of a nlre
napping machine or teasel &ic, ??hich raises Hit ends
of cue fibers on the face of the cloth. The teasel
is a vegetable product about the shape of i pine
cone, and it is internstins to that n3 ne chanl-
cal contrivance has ever been invented to c:;ual it
for the pur; o so.
The napping ~hich has beer raided by the
teasel is she.vreu or cut to a proper length by
naohine. The cloth is pressed, and, if it li de-
iireu to finish it with lustre, it Is *,70un& ur on
co"r.er cylinders and stean is forced through it at
a high pressure.
Next the cloth is dyed, if it is to be
piece-dyed - that is, dyed la the rioce.
If the cloth is a fixture the ~ool was
dyed IpujUlttiilf after the scouring. In worsteds
the dyeing ic- done eitaor just after it has been
subjectev. to the first cobbing processes, or the
yarn li dyed in the she in or hanl:.
In the dry finishing the cloth is fin-
ished with various hinds of finishes, desired, and
it is steamed, brushed, sheared and pressed.
Another imilllHtlf for .any imperfections or defects
follows; .ana the cloth 18 neasured, paohe<- and
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tagged and is r - ady for the rar'-Ot,
'The difference between .-oreteds r« -jcolens
5 ft principally that in the threads or yarns fron
-h' oh ore teds are nacle the fibers of the a<ool lie
parallel, one to another, be ins nsdc fron cobbed
t>oo1, fron rrhich the short fibers have been removed;
and oroolens are made fron yams In -»hich the fibers
cross and ?re matted %nd Intermixed, When finished
the effect of -.-or stods and woolen* la n&t«xlall£
different. Upon exartir ation it will bo tOUBd that
the worsted thread resembles a rrire in openness,
i-hile the rrooien thread is uneven ana irregular,
*A 7-orste fabric -.'hen finished has a
clear, briaht, v/eli defined pattern, close
and firnly -oven, and is of a renounced dro3sy
effect; trhilo woolens are softei
,
they are r.ore
c lactic, the colors a 1 e -.ore blended, the threads
are not so easily distinguishable .and the general
effect is duller.*
Referencoi*Proa Wool to C2x>th* American Woolen Co.
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VI. UmUt TS3CTIL3 SCHOOL
The question naturally arises, whether
tliere is any place where definite instruction con-
cerning textile industry nay bo obtained, There are
several textile schools in iiaesachusetts and one of
the loading schools in this field is the Lowell
To..-tile Institute. On June I, 189 1 a movement was
started to establish the Lowell Textile School but
it was not opened for instruction until February 1,
1897. As result of "the .anti-aid amendment to the
Constitution and by Chapter 2?4, General Acts of
1918, the -rorerty was transferred on July 1, U18,
to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
•
The Lowell Textile Institute Is fortunate
in bsinG located at Lowell often called the "Mother
Textile City of America." It enjoys close associa-
tion with every branch of the industry as carried
on in the great Merrinacl: Valley textile district.
The school wis established "for the pur-
pose of instruction in the theory and practical art
of textile and kindred branches of the industry. 1*
The school w %* first conceived to meet a
crisis in the leading Industry of New England t and
the objective has always been to meet the needf of
the Industry as now demands arise. The students
become acquainted not only with the theory and
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and science involved in the industry, but also the
practical application to the various processes.
The Lowell Textile Institute has been
highly rated by both Federal ana St.ite educational
boards and has been placed in the class of the
higher technolo&ical schools of the country.
"The site is a eonnandinc one t consistlnc
of tifcnfl 15 acres at hich elevation on the west
ban!: of the Merrimack River. It c;:tends to and
overlooks the rapids of Pa:7tuci:et Falls, ,;hich uas
the first crater power in America to be used on an
e;rtensive scale to operate power loons. It uas
contributed by Frederick Fanning Aycr, Esq.; of
New Yor:; City, and the proprietors of the Locli's and
Canals on the IlerrinacI: River.
"The buildings are of nodern mill con-
struction adapted to educational uses and contain
aprrozinately 180,563 square feet # "
The day classes are for those4 who have
completed i standard four year course in hi^h
school or academy. The students in the day classes
pursue courses loading to diploaa in three yesrs or
decree in four years.
To neot the entrance requirements, "parti-
cular stress should be lala upon a thorough ground-
ing in mathematics, including algebra, arithmetic
Reference ; Lowell School Bulletin
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and plane go one try, ae these form the basis upon
which the :ork of this school rests. TThilc solid
gconctry is not required at the present tine, the
student will find a Imowledge of this subject very
valuable in his subsequent :;ork, and is strongly
reconnonde- to include this subject as one of his
electives. A preliminary course in scinnco includ-
ing physics and chemistry, serves to prepare the
student's nind for the higher branches of these
subjects and their applicat ons # but neither trill
be considered as the equivalent of the courses in
these branches ^Iven in the Institute. 1*
The following courses are offered:
Course I. Cotton Manufacture
Course II. Wool Manufacture
Course III #Te*tile Design
Course IV Chenlstry and Textile Coloring
Course V. Textile Engineering (General Cour
Course VI. Textile Engineering
Cotton Option
Wool Option
Design Option
Sales Option
All courses are open to women but fctwttlfl
designing and decorative art appeal more strongly to
their taste. Son© take courses in chenlstry, power
weaving and finishing.
Reference i Textile Institute Bulletin, Feb. 1931
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The work in mathematics In the to. tile
en&InoerlnG itMVtaMfl Includes -lane trie -no retry,
logarithms and i"r:tructions in the use of the slide
rule. Right and oblique trlanglee are solve by
means of natural and logarithmic functions, and the
various algebraic relations among MM trigonometric
functions, are proved and used In identities and
equations. The following topics are also studied;
Graphical and mathematical solution of quadratic
and simultaneous equations, theory of equations,
partial fr ctions, Nape r Ian logarithms, cqu : :ions
of the ctr.:Ijht line, equations of various curves,
; differentiation of algebraic functions; and appli-
cations of the derivative, derivaties and differ-
entials, the circle, parabola, ellipse, hyperbola,
indefinite Integrals, sunmation by integration and
application by integration, differentiation of
transcendental functions, methods of integration,
centers of gravity, moments of inertia, enpirical
formulas, and gon« Graphic charts, areas, volumes,
pressures.
"The evening classes are held for about
trrenty r/eeks of the ye r $ an.: are for those t?ho
are unable to attend the day courses. These are
similar to the day courses, but are aimed espec-
ially to meet the needs of students n-orlilng during
I
DO i
the diy in nlllc and shops. For entrance to these
classes an applic in% shoulu have the equivalent of
a grammar school eeucition.*
"The object of the e courses is to Give
young men of ambition an opportunity to obtain
instruction in all branches of science that are
allied :;ith their daily rrork* For example, one is
employed as a weaver in a textile mill may obtain
Injor/ledgo of the manufacture of yarn, the induc-
tion of a design, the methods of finishing a
fabric, as r/oli as the manner of its weaving or
knitting. In like manner the dyer nay augment his
mowledge of the chemicals and materials he is
daily handling. The engineer and machinist nay
.icquire a Imowledgc of the mathematics, science of
mechanics, electricity and drawing that underlie
all the works of an engineer.
It is rocogni-cd that the interests of
such student 3 lie in a particular field of industry,
and these courses are designed to bear directly
upon the special line, and supplement, as far as
possible, the practical v/ork in which the student
It engage- during the day.*
Some of the topics treated in mathematics
In Evening Glasses are:
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BlooBtofjr algebraic operations of
Addition Linear equations
Subtraction Radicals
Mult iplic.it ion Quadlatic equations
Division Logarithms
Sectoring Slide rule
Fractions Trigonometry
Graphical representation
Visitors are cordially received and slioxTn
through tiie school. This Gives a clearer understand-
ing of the scope of the textile industry.
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VI*« MEASURES USED III TEXTILE IIIDU3TKY
It is Interesting to find out rhat
measures belong peculiarly to the textile in-
dustry*
*7he weaver*, says Mr. Dale, Notfci
in a naze of measurements that include yarn num-
bers or yards per pound, threads of narp per inch,
dents of reed per Inch, tridth in Inches, length In
yards, pic!: 3 of filling per inch.*
"Thickness and volume of the material in
the process are expressed by ratio between weight
and length of the sliver or roving. This count
indicates not only the length, diameter
,
volume,
and weight by the material, but also the proportion
between them. Yarn count is the l:eystone of the
arch of textile weights and measures. It is the
guide for all orerations and the expression, not
only of length diameter, volume, -/eight and their
complex relations, but also a means of expressing
the quality and length of fibers, Worsted -too! Is
called 40S If It can be spun to 40 x 560 orMOO
yards per ound; 60S If 00 * 56O or 33,600 yards
per pound. This method of designating uool is an
established custom throughout the commercial and
manufacturing :?orld based on English yard-pound,
meaning trool of a certain fineness, length of staple #
Reference 1 "Hp trie Failure in Textile Industry" By
Samuel S, Dale.

curl and strength, to the -?ool grower, dealer,
buyer or sorter. To the carder, spinner and
practical nanuf .cturer it means this m* also
means yarn of certain also, uniformity and
strength measuring 33.6^0 yards per : ound, and
cloth of a certain tcjeture and quality.
"Yarn count neans a certain length per
- ound; the twist is measure-., by the turns per inch.
Expressions 6, 8, 10, 18, 24 or 40 turns express
not only so many turns per inch but certain decrees
of hardness in yarn, ideas which are connected with
certain effects in woven and finished fabrics.
*Tho yarn count or length per round neans
a certain appearance of the yarn, a certain strength
ind elasticity; it tells what production should
cone from each machine and how nuch should be paid
for spinning 100 unds or hanlrs.
*Wido cloths in the United States are
woven and sold as so nany even inches wide. We
have 36, 4a, 44, 48, 53 and £6 inch goods. Cloth
Is made wider in the loon than it is -.-hen finished
to allow for shrinkage* The width from loom is
generally measured in inches and tenths of inches,
for example 68.3 inches wide. The length is given
! i
in yards and fraction of yard.
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The following method© arc used for timbering spun
yarn.
Country it of fflH^g
Spain Quator unca 400 canos
Franco Gramme 1,2,5,25,50,100,250 metres
Scotland Pound 14,400 yards
England Dram dO yards
Germany Gramme 420 or 040 yds. (English)
America Grain 1 #5, ?o, 12,20,50,SO or 120
"vThen yarn Is woven Into cloth the bulk of
the fabric is indicated by the weight of an area of
fixed dimensions usually the length of one yard and
a width expressed in inches*
All English fixed weight systems of yarn
numbering are based on the number of skeins or
hanl:s in one pound, Hanlzs vary in length according
to the material*
Woolen 1600 yards
Cotton 840 yards
TJorsted 560 yards
Linon 300 yards
The weight is expressed either by ounces
per yard or yards per pound. The width is given
in inches and the length in yards. The smallest
fraction used in giving length of c°ods from the
loom is 1/4, while the smallest fraction used to
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designate the length of finished goods is 1/8.
Special scales record nidth of cloth in inches? and
tenths of inch and length In yards and eighths of a
yard.
Cloth analysis is a very inportant opera-
tion and calls for threat accuracy. A sample ap-
proximately four square inches is considered the
nost desirable size for analysis. If too snail a
slight error nay cause serious defect in the cloth.
By dividing the number of thro -ads per inch by the
v/elght of the sample of a given area, the sice of
the yarn is determined. It is necessary to count
the r?arp threads and to count the picks in the cloth to
determine the number of filling threads. Picks
often run as high as 60 per inch.
Prom this discussion it fct evident that
simple processes of arithmetic are involved such
as counting and multiplication. Tyto tables of
measure are used but not in their entirety, In
the avoirdupois measure the pound, ounce, dram and
grain are significant trhile in the linear measure
the common units are inch and yard. In regard to
fractions the prevailing custom is to represent
fractions of ft yard by 1/8 f 2/8, 5/8 etc. and
parts of an inch by tenths, for example trldth of
cloth from the loom may be
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Sanuel S. Dale in a tails on textile
arithmetic said that "the textile operations with
a few unimportant exceptions are carried on by only
six standards, two for length ind four for weight*
yard, inch, pound, ounce, dram, and grain. Calcu-
lations for tortile materials in process of nanu*
facturo relate principally to loncth and Itfll^g
slightly to area and practically not at all to
volume. These are the conditions that simplify
calculations to so great a decree in American
mills* The yarn count which is based on the
relation between weight and length offers cone
complication. 71th the exception of the linen
count ueed for woolen yarn in tho Philadelphia
district, each branch of the textile industry has
its distinctive standard.
These standards aret
Cotton 840 yards to the pound
Worsted 560 yards to the pound
Woolen 1600 yards to the pound
Linen 300 yards to the pound
Sill: drams per 10O0 yards
The worsted count based on the length of
560 yards is exactly t -o-thlrds of the cotton hank
(840 yards). The cotton count of 840 yards and the
woolen run of 1600 yards per pound form the basis
Reference t palfi ..Samuel S*. _ , M „m wmww wA on Textile Arithmetic'1
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for our oyster, of sizes. Both the cotton count and
the run arc easily reduced to equivalents by :*ny of
the other three standard?. The cotton count le one
and one-half tines the worsted count so the cotton
count cox be changed to the orsted count by in-
creasinc the cotton count by one-half.
Thus t
No. :2o cotton - No. 3$ worsted
No. 36 cotton * No. Torsted
The reverse of this operation is a re-
duction by one-third. Thusj
No. 30 worsted = No. 2v> cotton
No. 48 worsted a No. 32 cotton
The cotton hanls is S*t tines the linen
hanl:. It is possible to change from a cotton to a
linen basis by multiplying I?y 2.8.
For example*
No. 10 cotton No. -'8 linen
No. 30 cotton sx No. 84 linen
The run of 1600 yards is nearly t^ice
the length of a cotton hanl: so the run count is
approximately one-half the cotton count. This
approximate figure serves in many instances but
for calculations accuracy is required.
RofercncQ t Dale S. S.*$c'Hi on Textile Arithmetic.*
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The cotton hani: of 640 y :rd? is equal to
• :/-\5 of the woolen run
Not* 1 cotton =. .525 run
No. 10 cotton * 5 1/4 run
No. loOcotton = 52 |/> run
The ?«>olen run ayston Is especially
convenient because the length 1600 is exactly 100
tiuos the number of Dunces avoirdupoi3 In a pound.
Thus 1600 yards to i | ound is equivalent to |00 yards
to Mm ounce. A3 run y ira measures 3 .s 1600 yards
per round and 3 x 100 yards per ounce. If the run
sine of a yarn is 'morns the v:eight in ounces nay be
found by simple division. If the erarp has 3^0g ends
and the yarn is 4 run the ralgfrt of t yard of warp
cay be found by dividing 3000 by 400.
3000 4- 400 = 7 1/2 (Tjeicht in ounces)
The cotton count of 840 yards per pound
off rs advantage? because 640 is divisible by 2,3,4,
5,6,7,0 and 10.
The textile industry calls for calcula-
tions TThich are peculiarly connected with the mam**
f icturing processes. TThile these operations in-
volve simple operations in arithmetic, it is essen-
tial to understand the processes involved an- the
terns used.
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Tho nature of the arithmetic il iroccsses
Involved in "textile calculations nay be gained from
examples ft ;ted by f* A* Pos3elt.
Typical Examples
Cotton yarns have for their standard C4o
yards per pound.
No. 1 cotton a 840 yards
No. 1 cotton - 168o yards
Cotton yarns are oft-an manufactured into
2 ply and 3 Ply. In the case of 2 ply the number of
yards required for one pound is one-half the amount
required in the case of a single tiuread.
For example i 30S cotton yarn (single) equals 25,2uo
yards per round while a 2 ply thread of 30*5 cotton
requires only 1^,600 yards which is the same as the
amount required in single 15* S cotton. Thus to find
the length of yarn in any ply, divide the given yam
count by the ply number and get the equivalent count
in a single thread.
ElUFlfl Pour ply 20 f S or 4/20* 3 cotton yarn equals
the amount called for in single 5* 3 cotton.
20 -r 4 =5
Rule for finding r/eight in ounce of a given
number of yards of cotton yarn of a fcfWWM count.
-
Re feren.ee, ; Posselt - "The Structure of Fibers, Yarns
and Fabrics." Vol II. P. 5
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Multiply the Given nur.bcr of yards by 16
and divide by number of yards of cotton yarn of the
Imorm count required to balance one jouflcU
Example: (•l8£lt yarn) Find the m?i&ht of 12,600
yards of 30 rS cotton yarn.
12,600 x 16 201,600
lib* 30 f S cotton yarn =* 25,200
201,600 ~ 25.200 = 3
Answers 12, 600 yards of 30*3 cotton Trelgh 8 ounces.
Example : (2 ply) Find weight of 12,6000 yards of
2/30 f s cotton yam.
12,600 x 16 - 201,600
lib. 2/30'S cotton yarn i 12,600
0 1,600 7 12,6oo a 16
Ansrert !2,6w0 yardL of 2/3^'£ cotton yarn uoiGh
16 ounces.
Examples s (3 ply yarn) Find the --eight of 12,600
yards of 3/3
o
f S cotton yarn.
1f:,6oO x 16 = 201,600
I lb. 3/3^'S cotton yarn - 8,400
201,600 4 8400 - 24
Answers 12,600 yards of 3/30*2 cotton yarn weigh
24 ounces.
Rule for finding the tfclght in pounds
of a given nuabor of yards of cotton yarn of a
knoTai count.
fiefor on co s Posselt Vol. II p. 6
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Divide the Given number of yards by
the number of yards of the Imcm count required
to balance one pound.
Bxanpls:( oincle yam). Find the wei^t of 1,260,000
yards of 30*S cotton yam.
30*S Cotton Yam - 25,200 yds. to t lb,
1,260,000 r 25,200 = 50
Answer t l,26o $ ooo yards of 30*3 cotton yam neisn
50 pounds.
Exanplof (2 ply). Find the t/eiclit of 1,260,000
yards of 2/30*3 cotton yam.
2/30'S Cotton Yam t2 #6oO yds. to 1 lb.
1,260,000 x I2,6o0 - too
Ansr?ert 1,260,000 yards of 2/30* S cotton yarn ueiGh
loo pounds.
Rxanples (3-ply). Find the weiGht of 1,260,000
yards of'3/3#f S cotton yam.
3/30*3 Cotton Yarn = 8,400 yds. to I lb.
1,260,000 ajp 8,4o0 I50
jfe'suert 1,260,000 yards of 3/30'S cotton yam "sreit^h
150 pounds*
Rule:- To find the equivalent sise in single yam
for 2, 3 or more ply yam conpooed of minor threads
of unequal counts, divide the product of the counts
of the ninor threads by their sun.
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Bxasiplot Find the equal in single yarn to a two-
fold thread composed of single 4w*s and 6o , s.
40 x 60 - 2400
40-4-60 e 1*0
24o0 & IwO = 24
Answer! A ttTO-fola cotton thread composed of single
40 f S and 6ofS equals single 24 *S
mourn WtH
Woolen yams are generally graded by *runs*
iffith 1600 yards as the standard.
T.W OF gOflfi
Runs Xards to
t/4 400
1/2 800
3/4 1200
1600
1 t/4 2000
! 1/2 2400
1 3/4 aeoo
2 3200
2 1/4 3600
2 1/2 4000
2 3/4 4400
3 4800
3 t/4 5200
3 1/2 5600
3 3/4 6000
4 6400
4 1/4 6600
4 1/2 7200
4 3/4 7600
5 6000
I pound
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Typical Examples.
Tc;:tilc calculations "by moans of tlio run
cjotcn arc easy because the standard number 1600
is exactly too times tlio number of ounces in I pound.
RULEt To find the weight in ounces of a given num-
ber of yards of woolen yam of a *&no-m count, simply
multiply the siso of the yarn £ivcn in run counts
by loo anci divide the result into the number of yards
Given (for wliich we have to fir.d the vjolQut) and
that trill £ive the weight expressed in ounces*
Kxr^mplei Find the wight of 72-0 yards of 4 run
yam.
4 x too - 400
7200
-r 400 = .18
'
Answer! 72**) yards of 4 run yam weigh 18 ounces.
Rule for finding weight in pounds of a
£ive~. number of yards of woolen yam of a 133own
count graded after the run system.
If the wei&ht of a given number of yards
and of a ^ivsn si so of woolen yam, run system is
to be calculated in pounds, transfer the result
obtained in ounces into pounds or fractions thereof.
Example* Find the weight of 100,000 yards of 6 1/4
run yam,
6 1/4 * 100 6i*>
100,000 : 625 160
160 -i 16 - 10
(
Answer I 100,00 y r&s of 6 1/4 run yarn weigh
10 pounds.
OUT 3Y.(3T^M
Ifoolen yam i3 also graded by tho cut
system- In the out syston, 300 yards is the baais
or standard. If 3«->0 yards of a given woolen yarn
weigh t pound, to classify it Hi I out yarn. If
6-0 yardr weigh I pound we classify it M 2 cut
yarn.
the cut nultiplioa fegf 300 Gives as a result the
nunber of yards of re3poctIvo yarn that t pound
contains.
IfiPLS OP MMBM FOR TTOOLSH YARN
Cut System (From 40 to *>0 cut)
The count of MOlflt yam o;^?rescGd in
Gilt Yards, to pound
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
t2,($0o
12,3^)
l296oo
12,900
13,200
13,500
13 f6wO
14,100
14,400
14,7^0
15,000
(
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Rule for finding the :.-ei(3ht in ounces
for a given andW of yards if roolen yarn of a
known count figured by the *cut * b;ols.
Multiply the Given yards by 16 and ill—
vido the result by the original nui;;bcr of yards
for the Gi—n count of yarn that I pound contains.
Example! Find the woicht of 12, §09 yard? of 40
cut uoolon yarn*
12,600 a 16 20
I
t600
I lb. of %0 cut Tjooien yarn =. Id, 00* yards
2J1
# 600 M2 t 000 - 16.8
An error t t2,6oo yards of 4^ cut iTOolen yam xjq1($l
16.8 ounces.
Rule for finding the weight in pounds of
a given nuiiber of yards of v/oolcn yarn of a Ml
count graded by the cut basis.
Divide the Given nuribor of yards by the
original number of MPflS for tho £,ivcn count of
voc-lon yam (cut basis) in I pound. The result
expresses the r?ei£*it in pound or fraction thereof.
Ezanpie* Find the VS&0MI of 1,260,000 yards o£
4o cut -jeolon yam.
40 cut ^olen yarn 12,000 yds. to lb.
1,260,000 -r l2,w>v>0 = $05
Ansr/ert 1 #260#00v yard? of 40 cut -oolcn yam ucicJi
105 pounds.

Ejianplo* ni*«trsttrtg Proportion.
Find the equal aizQ in worsted fail to
2^*3 cotton y.yrn,
84c i 560 = 3:2
thorofore
m # x - 2 $ 5
2 x - 6c
1 = >Q
An ^tjqi • a thread of 20*s cotton yam equals
(in si.':o) a throad of 3<>*S %-orated yarn
Thc:;e e;: .npies show that the processes
of arithmetic used are very slnple and involve
rjainly the fundamentals* The calculations that
aprly especially to the textile Industry have nean-
Sng r:hon the operations rhich call for the figuring
are understood. A tezt hock called *Cotton Mill
?lathertatics* Dy Quigley and Snith recojaaond the
folloTTinc topics for study?
I, Reading nunfcers
2» Addition of Whole numbers
3. Sub traction of Uhole Hunbers
A. Multiplication of Iholo fturfbero
5. Division of TJhoic Jfunbors
6. Multiples, Prino I?unbers and Factors
7. Fractions
8. Dccirials
<
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9. Analysis of Problems, Squations
10. Percentage
11. Measures of weight, length, tine, area
and volume
12. Square root
13 • Ratio and Proportion
H. Pulleys, gears, belts and levers
15. Calculations which deal particularly with
textile industry
.
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IX. SCHOOLING- REQUEUED
The next problem is to find out hot? much
mathematics is needed by the ordinary worker in his
daily occupation. In a bulletin Issued by the United
States Department of Labor 157 different types of
workers are listed for the woolen and worsted division
alone. The qualifications needed for the particular
tasks as -sell as schooling required are Given . In
only 20 instances do we hare schooling mentioned at
all and of these 7 are required to be able to road
and write 12 to hare common school training and 1 to
hare some knowledge of chemistry as well as common
school training*
The ne:tt line of approach was to have con-
ferences T7ith brolrers and other officials in the wool
business on Summer Street, In every instance it was
learned that wool was purchased in bags and the unit
of measurement was the pound. In the case of foreign
wools subject to duty the duty was reckoned on basis
of the pound*
One wool house employing from 25 to 40
persons estimated that about one third could be
classed as skilled workers and the rest as unskilled.
The agent voiced an opinion that the more a person
knew about the wool business the more likely he was to
be given a job in the establishment* His opinion iras
that you could never know too much about your lin« of
work*
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X. VISITS TO IlAfflJFACTURIIIG PLAOTS
The ne;st plan was to visit four manufac*
turing Plants to see the workers at their tasks and
thus get a better, idea of the amount of figurine
done on the Job. In visiting the manufacturing
establishments the aim was to becon© bettor MN
quainted with the process of manufacture and to
get the following informations
1. Articles purchased and how purchased.
2. Articles manufactured.
3. The units of measurement used in the
manufacture.
A. Articles sold and how sold.
5« Number employed and the percentage that do
figuring to a great extent.
Report of Visit to Pacific Mills Lawrence, Mass.
Pacific Mills «» Worsted Division
The information gained here was from a
conference -.?ith a member of the office force. Due to
a recent strike the factory was not running at full
capacity. There were only 1500 employed in this
division as compared to 3300 in September. Of these
20 were employed in the office force and 20 in the
cost department. When asked how much schooling was
noeded to perform the usual tasks the reply was
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"nighty little." The workers usually learn every-
thing needed on the job itself. Most of then
start at the botton ana if they beeone proficient
in their particular lino, night gradually be pro-
noted to nore desirable positions in the industry.
pacific hills
1. Articles Purchased
Dye Stuffs
Heavy Chenicals
Wool in bags or bale
Silk yarn
Fancy rorcted yam
Cotton yam
Machine s
Oils
2. Articles TTonufacturca
Row Purchased
by pound
by pound
by round
by ounce and ; ound
by pound
by pound
by poun^-
by pound
Ladies* dress goods
Ladles* coating naterial
Men's suiting
Woolen yarn Grain
Sliver light or heavy Bran
Xam count worsted 5^0 yds. per pound
Woolen run 1600 yds, per pound
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PACIFIC EMff
Width of finished cloth
Length of cloth
Weight of cloth
Threads on warp
Picks of filling
Ladies* dress goods
Coating
Suiting
4.
HMBB vision
Inches
Yards and eighth yards
Ouncos per yard
Nirabor per inch
Nunber per inch
B2JL -
By yard
By yard
By yard
Number employed 15^0
Nunber in office 20
Nunber in cost department 20
Total nunber responsible for figuring 75
Percentage responsible for figuring fff
5. Sunnary of Units of Measurement 03ed in
Manufacturing Process*
lAWtt Ilo^curo
Inch
Yard
Avoirdu ?lc . . :: :
Grain
Bran
Ounce
Pound
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r4 ' ^
Lawrence, WM%
By P )und
By ound
By pound
By pound
Sy pound
Dye Stuffs
Heavy Chemicals
Wool
Crude 0113
Machines
Ladies* dress goods
Coating
Men's suiting
3* : • :o . r . L ; .. .. ; .: -. •
Woolen yarn
Sliver, light or heavy
Worsted yarn count
Woolen run
Width of cloth in loon
Width of finished cloth
Length of cloth in loom
Length of finished goods
Weight of cloth
Threads of warp
Picks of filling
Twist (hardness)
Grain
Yards per round
Yards per pound
Inches & tenths of inch
Even Inches
Yards & oigths of yards
Yards & eighth of yard
Ounces per yard
number per inch
Number per inch
Kunber nor inch
4
.1.
4. articles sold lie: 1
Ladles* dross zqo&s By yard
Ladies* co?/fcinc By yard
Men* s cult ing By yard
5» ITunber enployed 6,5^0
Per centas© responsible for figuring 20<S
Accuracy Important in
Cheaical Department
I>ye House
Cloth Analysis
Weighing
Hums pawai
Inch
Arete-
Grain
Bran
Ounce
Pound

at.
Laurence, Mass*
Dye Stuffs
Wool
Chemicals
Crude Oils
Soap
Machines
2. Art: ;
.
-
•
,
'
_
Wonen f s dres3 goods
Coating
Men • s suiting
Woolen yam
Sliver, light or heavy
Worsted yarn count
Woolen run
Width of cloth in loon
Width of finished cloth
Length of clothing loon
Length of finished cloth
Weight of cloth
Twist (hardness)
Threads of trarp
Picks of filling
gag tsgsSto&A
By pound
By pound
By pound
By pound
By round
By unit
L"
Grain
Bran
Yards per pound
Yards per round
Inches and tenth of inch
Even inches
Yards and eighths of yard
Yards and eighths of yard
Ounces per yard
Number s of turns per inch
Nunher per inch
Nunter per inch

03.
_.
.; HILLS
^14 II0T7 gold,
Ladies' dross goods By yard
Coating By yard
Suiting By yard
% Number employed 2000 to 6500
Percentage responsible for figuring 2Qf>
Most e;rtensivo figuring needed in following
departments*
Department for rating fabrics
Dye department
Selling department
Office
6« ...... —i— —a —--i
^n9aj
Inch
Yard
Ayoj,rdu;:oj,s jg :?urc
Grain
Bran
Ounce
Pound

4.
Lowell, ifass*
At this nill grease wool bought in 3^0
pound bags. The wool is weighed after tho w shing
and carbonizing to estimate the loss fron shrinking.
After it i? ~ lied and dried the wool If carried
through the burr picker. Then it is bagged, weighed
and stored for future use.
Tho mn In charge of the spinning roon
weighs a sample of the woolen yarn to aofce s^are that
the yarn has the proper weight accor ing to tho
length. He has a iable for runs and grains of 50
yards* He usually Bakes what he calls a half-draft
by using 25 yards instead of SQ yards. Ho uses a
yard sticl: for length and grain scale for weight.
In the room where the yarn is wound on
the Jack Spools the tine keeper weighs the empty
spools and the full spools. Those weights are re-
corded beside tlie none of the persons who fill the
spools
•
The booi&eeper in the offico subtracts
the weights of empty spools fron weights of full
spools and adds the differences in order to deter-
nine the wages for piece work. This figuring in-
volves denominate nunbers as shown by the follow-
ing list.
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32 lbs. 8 33, I lbs. 0 02.
3<> lbs. 8 oa. I lbs. to 03.
31 lbs. 0 03. A lbs. 13 02.
32 lbs. 10 33. 5 lbs. 0 02*
31 lbs. 10 03. 4 lbs. Id 02.
31 lb*?. 6 03. 4 lbs. 8 02.
31 lbs. 4 02. 4 lbs. 13 02.
In tho fulling fc'Jon the fuller receives
the cloth fron the loon and has to finish the cloth
to a required uidth and length. The pressure and
tine involved when cloth is exposed on the nachine
determine the shrinkage. Tho fuller watches the
shrinkage in a United period of tine # and osti-
nates the tine needed for the required length and
width. The had a given weight per yard.
For example - one bolt of goods measuring 69 yards
had a weight of 51 ounces or an average of 11 ounces
per yard. Another bolt of 63 yards weighed 63
pounds, that is, 16 ounces per yard.
The persons who seen to do nost of the
figuring in order of inportance outside of tho
agent who ±'& responsible for the success of the
enterprise are as follows!
1. Boolikeepor
2. Fuller
3. Spinner
4. Tfeigher of wool and neasurer of finished goods
5. Tine keeper
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Lotto11, Mas 3,
Air,.*", -- sJm Ho- Pu*eha
^ound
round
SuI^IyhjT ^ fi by pound
pound
m pound
* round
unit
Oil by pound
n pound
ix-i. j -LiJ.X by pound
by unit
Tubes by unit
Ropos tig pound
Torino *y pound
Bobbin s by unit
Coal by pound
Shuttles by unit
2. tKMsim wt^tigQC,
Dress goods
Coating

-,7.
Lowell, Mass.
3. UTTITn 07- ';v'^^aW USEI) Ii: :iAtlUFACTURI?TG PRQC
Woolen yarn
Sliver, light or heavy
Worsted yarn count
Woolen run
Width of cloth in loom
tfidth of finished cloth
Length of cloth in loon
Length of finished goods
tfeiglit of cloth
Threads of trarp
Pi olio of filling
Tv7ist (hardness)
Articles Sold
Cloth No. 561
Cloth Ho* Iff!
Total Fumber Employed
Stealer responsible for
weighing and measuring
Grain
Dram
Yards per round
Yards per pound
Inches and tenths of inch
Even inches
Yards and eighths of yard
Yards and eighths of yard
Ounces per yard
number per inch
IIur.ber per inch
Number of turns per inch
ftp-? aii
Bolts by yard
Bolts by yard
200
5
Number responsible for
figuring to a great e;:tent 2
Percentage responsible for figuring 2 1/2£
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STERLING MILLS
Lowell, Mas 3.
6. Summary of Units used in tho Manufacturing
Process.
Linear Measure
Inch
yard
Avolrcunols Measure
Grain
Dram
Ounce
Pound
The four mills visited were the
Arlington, Pacific and Wood Worsted Mills of
Lawrence, Massachusetts, and the Stirling Mills
of Lowell, Massachusetts. In Xmqjq mills employ-
ing approximately fourteen thousand (14,090) per-
sons not over 2i> percent did figurine to any ex-
tent. Hany entered the industry with very little
elementary education, if any. Whatever figuring
was necessary came naturally with the understand-
ing of tho processes involved. Beginners usually
start with mere routine work and as they show
initiative are often promoted to more responsible
positions. The figuring required involves mostly
simple processes in arithmetic. The units of

measurement most comonly used aro grain t dran,
ounce # pound, inch, and yard. The square inch i3
used in cloth analysis. The table of measure is
seldom used in its entirety and e;:amples calling
for reduction from one denomination to another
are usually taiion care of "by one member of the
office force. The question of yarn counts
causes concern but tables in the hand of the
spinner maize this figuring a matter of nolulling
and reading the table, Automatic machines malies
much of the -ork a matter of routine.
Techinal schools do nuch to raise the
intelligence of the average i/orlier, but the great-
est contribution is in training leaders and re-
search workers.

9©i
XI. —
The stuc^y of the "Textile Industry* is of
vital Int erect to all because it supplies clothing,
one of the fundanental needs of manidlnd. Then too,
it is closely bound up rxith the econonic develop-
ment of America in general and Nor; England in
particular.
The industry is broad in scope and deals
vrith all types of materials TThich have been spun
or woven. Textiles are divided according to their
origin into animal fibers, vegetable fibers, and
mineral fibers. Anorica leads in the manufacture
of woolen and cotton cloth. The manufacture of
linen and silk goods scons to be restricted sono-
uhat to the district around Philadelphia.
TThilo soao figuring is done from the tine
the sheep are sheared on the ranch or the cotton is
picked fron the fields until it reaches the factories
nost of the calculation is concerned uith the manu-
facturing process. In tills figuring meaning should
cone first. There should be a clear understanding of
the processes of manufacture and then the figuring
is comparatively simple.
The figuring involves simile processes in
arithmetic such as counting, reading numbers, addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
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The fractions used arc slnplo, in fact the fraction
1/8 seens to bo the preferred fraction though 1/4
is used occasionally. The slz units of ncasure
used in the nanufacturing process are grain, drain,
ounce, ground, inch, and yarft*
Pour woolen nilis rjcro visited an.: it wmM
learned th t the average worker did little or no
figuring* Not more than 20 per cent of the thou-*
sands of workers needed" a knowledge of the simplest
processes of arithmetic.
The Textile schools are indispensable in
training leaders and research ~or!:ers and thus en-
abling Anerica to take her place as the forenost
manufacturing country in the T?orld.
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XII. CONCLUSION
From tho :tudy of tho textile industry
the following conclusions were formed*
(t.) The English yard-pound system la used
rather than the metric system.
(2,) Only si;: units are used in the manufac-
ture of cloth, tuo for length and four for TTeight.
The six units arc yard, inch, pound, ounce, dram,
and grain* The tables of measure are not used in
their entirety. The six units used arc found in
two tables of measure,
(3») There seems to be no use for complicated
fractions. The fraction t/8 is the friction for
Giving length of goods.
(4.) Special scales are used uhlch record
length of goods in yards and eighths of yard and
width In inches and tenths of inch.
(5«) Situations do arise -There denominate
numbers are used but that detail is usually handled
by one member of the office force.
(6.) The use of tables maltos figuring unnecessary
in many instances.
(7.) Only a very small proportion of tho r/orkers
do any figuring at all, but the figuring done must
be done accurately.
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(S») Knowledge of the Industry is generally
learned fron shop experience and Is a prerequisite
for understanding the calculations to be nade # in
other morels nooning cones first and then knowledge
of the arithnotic needed,*
(9.) The special calculations peculiar to the
textile industry do not seen to he the ^ork of the
public schools but rather of specialised technical
school s»
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xiii. W0nm
1. Carding * *Carding Is the final stage of
cleansing the cotton, as 7?eli as the process by
neans of which, the fibers, which so far rest in
ail possible directions, (erossways or against
each other) are arranged side fcy side or parallel.*
2. Card m A toothed instrument for disentang-
ling and laying parallel the fibers of wool or
cotton preparatory to spinning,
3. Draft - The elongating of one or more ends
pf sliver or siubbing delivered by a pair of rollers
into one thinner end "by menus of another pair of
rollers.
4. Ply is the term used to designate thread
cade by twisting two or more threads together. Tlie
number thus combined is indicated for example 2-ply
etc.
5. Ring spindle is a special machine designed
for holding the thread in spinning process. Tlie
type of spindles used is of groat importance for
nal:ing g°^^ and evenly twisted yarn.
6. Sliver - A long ribbon of cotton, wool,
flax etc. drawn out by means of carding, combing,
or drawing and run into a can or wound on a ball.
The sliver has no twist and clings together by the
natural crimp which the fibers possess.
lieforonce : Possolt, K. A. Vol I. P. 29
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7. Slubbing is the sliver of cotton after
it liar passod through the first roving machine.
8. T^ist - the number of turns per inch in
a thread or yarn.
9. The terns 3/8 blood, t/4 blood, are used
to indicate the grade of combing wool. In order
to increase the length of combing t7ool and obtain
better quality, sheep are crossed by different
breeds. There arc throe grades in iihe nerino
division. These are a3 follows*
(t) 3/S blood, fine, the finest of the long
staple.
(2) t/4 blood, medium, not quite so fine.
(3) Common or lotr, of combing length, ~.nd a
little finer than the combing x?ool of the mutton
*
breeds*
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